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ELECTRIC PROPULSION 

All space propulsion schemes that are either used at present 

or under serious consideration operate on the same basic principle. 

Propellant mass is ejected with a high exhaust velocity, producing a 

thrust in the opposite direction. Electric rockets, or thrustors, can 

produce much higher exhaust velocities than ordinary chemical rockets, 

but their thrust levels are lower . These high exhaust velocities per

mit a given mission to be accomplished with less propellant mass than 

is required for a chemical rocket. This reduced propellant require

ment, and, hence, increased payload capability, is the outstanding 

advantage of electric propulsion. 

There are three general types of electric thrustor. Research on 

all three types has been or is being conducted at this Center. The 

electrothermal type (fig. 1) uses electric power to heat a propellant, 

similar to t he way that combustion heats the propellant in a chemical 

rocket. In either case, the hot gas is expanded through a nozzle to 

obtain a high exhaust velocity. The arc jet, in which an electric arc is 

used to heat the propellant, is one type of electrothermal thrustor. The 

technology gained in studying the arc jet has been useful for designing 

hypersonic wind tunnels and has led to the development of the magneto

plasmadynamic, or MPD, thrustor, which I will describe later . 
The second type of electrothermal thrustor is the resistoj et (fig. 2) . 

Some of the early research on the resistojet was conducted at this 

Center . In this thrustor , a resistance heating element or hot wire is 
used to heat the propellant. The resistojet is simple, efficient, and 

reliable . The research effort on this thrustor has been completed, 

and it is the one electric thr stor that has already been used in a prac

tical application - the station keeping of a satellite. This is an actual 

resistojet. It has a thrust level of about 1/ 1000 of a pound with an 

input power of about 5 watts and uses an ammonia propellant. 

For future applications, the other two types of thrustor produce 

higher exhaust velocities. 



. 
' The second general type of electric thrustor is the electromag

netic type (fig . l}. The electromagnetic thrustor uses the interaction 

of a current and a magnetic field, similar to that used in many elec

tric motors . The moving conductors of the current in an electric~. 
f • 

motor are copper wires . In an electromagnetic thrustor, the con


. ductor is a plasma or ionized gas . If an electron is removed from 

• ·-> 

an atom of propellant, the atom no longer has an equal number of 

electrons and protons, and is called an ion. A gas composed of ions 

and electrons is called a plasma and can conduct an electric current
' ;. 

similar to the way a copper wire does . . . 
(Demonstration - electromagnetic thrustor principle) 

~ .• If we let this carbon ball represent the electrically conductive 

i • plasma, we can easily see the effect of a current passing through a 

plasma in the presence of a magnetic field . The current comes from 

one support rail, through the ball, into the other support rail. The 

magnetic field is produced by the large permanent magnet. This com
.., ."I bination of current and magnetic field accelerates tre ball - or plasma. 

...... 'T This general acceleration principle has been used in many types 

of electromagnetic (or plasma) thrustor . Some of these have developed 

into potentially attractive thrustors . Most are being used in various 

' ' 
> plasma physics experiments. 

The most promising electromagnetic thrustor is the MPD or 
magnetoplasmadynamic arc type (fig . 3). It resembles an arc jet in 
general construction, with the current passing between an anode and a 

-
' < cathode . It operates at a much lower propellant pressure than an arc 

jet, though, so that electromagnetic forces proved the dominant thrust

producing mechanism . The magnetic field can either be due to the cur

rent between these two ele trodes or, as shown here, it can be produced 
T y' by a separate field coil. 

This particular version of MPD thrustor (show model) operates 

over the range from 10 to 30 kilowatts and has reached an exhaust 

velocity of nearly 30 miles per second, which is definitely in the 
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range of interest for electric propulsion. Later you will see this 
size of thrustor operating in the smaller of the two large vacuum 
chambers to your right. 

The MPD thrustor (show model) has also been built in this 
smaller size, suitable for satellite station keeping. In either the 
large or small size ~ the advantage of the MPD thrustor (in addition 
to reasonable efficiency) is the simplicity of associated electrical 
circuitry. It does not require much more than you see here, plus 

a source of electric power. Considerable development remains, 
however, before the MPD thrustor will be ready for use in space. 

The last general type of elect ric thrustor is the electrostatic 
type, which (outside of the resistojet) is the most developed (fig . 1). 
The propellant is also ionized in the electrostatic thrustor, but the 
ions are a ccelerated without mixing in the electrons with them. 
After the ions are a ccelerated, the electrons must be added to neu
tralize the beam and avoid building up a charge of electrons on the 
space vehicle which would interfere with thrustor oper ation. 

(Demons tration) 
Simply s tated, the operating principle of the elect rostatic 

thrustor is that like charges repel and unlike charges attr a ct. The 
ion source has many like- charged ions which repel each other. The 
a ccelerator grid is charged with unlike charges, or electrons . This 
combination serves to e ject the ions with a high exhaust velocity. In 
this model, the ball r epresents an atom and be comes charged by 
contacting this high- voltage metal condu ctor. The charging process, 
of course11 corresponds to ionization. Having been charged, it is 
then repelled from the like- charged meta l conductor and travels up 
these nonconducting r ails. This second elect rode corresponds to the 
accelerator grid. In an elect rosta ic thrustor, the charged par ticles 

leave the thrustor after a cceleration. Here, we want the ball to re

turn and repeat the pr ocess; therefore, the second electrode is placed 
close enough to discharge the ball as it goes by. This elect rode is 
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also pivoted to show the electrostatic force between it and the ball. 
There are different ways of producing ions. One is the contact 

ionization method (fig. 4) where a cesium propellant atom loses an 
electron (and thus becomes an ion) by passing through porous tung
sten. The tungsten has to be hot enough to boil off the ions. This 
heating power is the largest loss in the contact-ionization thrustor. 

Contact-ionization thrustors appear best suited for low-thrust 

applications. This thrustor (show model) is similar to the sketch, 
but the entire thrustor is in the small cylinder at one end. The 
larger cylinder contains the propellant tank, and the box contains the 

electrical equipment necessary to supply the various voltages and 
currents needed. This is the size needed for station-keeping duty 
on a satellite, and its total power input is less than 20 watts. 

For larger sizes of electrostatic thrustors, electron bombard
ment appears to be a more efficient means of producing ions (fig. 5). 
Ions are produced in this chamber by striking propellant atoms with 
energetic electrons which are emitted from this hot cathode. This 
type of thrustor, which was invented and developed at this Center, 
has already been tested in space for a short time on the SERT I 
payload. 

This (show model) is a duplicate of the SERT I payload. The 
letters SERT stand for Space Electric Rocket TesJ. SERT!, managed 

by this Center, was launched July 20, 1964 on a ballistic trajectory 
over the Atlantic Ocean. It was the first time that an ion engine of 
any type had been successfully operated in space. After launch, the 
two ion engines were deployed as shown on the duplicate payload. 
The rest of the payload consists of instrumentation, electronics, and 

batteries. During the flight, the spacecraft was spinning. The ion 

thrustors were mounted so that their thrust would change the space
craft spin rate. Measurements made during the flight conclusively 

proved that neutralization was not a problem and that an ion engine 
can generate thrust in space. 
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The SERT II vehicle, shown here in a one-tenth scale model 
(show model), is our next step in the development of large electro

static thrustor systems. The Agena second stage will be orbited 
as part of the vehicle, which is the reason for the chemical rocket 
components in this model. The thrustor and electronics payload, 
which will be designed and built by Lewis, is mounted at the front 

of the vehicle. The SERT II flight, which should be launched late 
in 1968, is intended to demonstrate the long-life durability of 
electric propulsion systems in a space environment. 

In the more distant future, electric propulsion may be used for 

instrumented probes and for manned interplanetary missions. This 
model (show manned Mars vehicle) assumes the use of a large 
nuclear-electric power source of the type discussed at the Space 
Power stop. The actual vehicle would be about 400 feet long and 
carry 8 men on a round trip to Mars. In the same way that we 
cannot use electric propulsion to take off from Earth, we cannot use 
it to land on Mars. The large vehicle would remain in orbit about 
Mars while small chemical rockets would be used for the actual 
landing. 

Thrustors for an early electrically propelled interplanetary 
probe could be only a little larger than the thrustor tested on SERT I. 
Later applications will require larger units, such as the large thrustor 
here which can produce about 1 pound thrust. and use about 150 kilowatts 
of electric power. A portion of the accelerator grids has been cut away 
to show the electron-bombardment discharge chamber, where the ions 
are produced. Later, you will see an operating electrostatic thrustor 
of this size in the larger of the two vacuum chambers in this room. 

The two chambers in this room - 15 feet in diameter by 60 feet 
long, and 2 5 feet in diameter by 70 feet long - are the largest of our 

electric-propulsion facilities, but by no means our only ones. We 
have a number of smaller chambers in various buildings around the 

Center. These smaller chambers are used in a variety of programs, 
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only part of which are directly concerned with propulsion. 
An example of one of these related programs is the simulation 

of the solar wind with an MPD thrustor (fig. 6). The solar wind is 
merely a flow of high-energy charged particles which emanate from 
the sun. In the vacuum facility to your right, you will see the plasma 

jet from an MPD thrustor impinging on a model of the Earth. This 
model of the earth encloses a coil which produces a magnetic field 
similar to the magnetic field of the Earth. Bands or belts of luminous 
plasma are formed which are suggestive of the Van Allen belts actu
ally found around the Earth. Currently we are making measurements 
on this plasma to try to determine the cause of the distinct band. The 
discovery of the cause of these bands may then lead to an explanation 
for the Van Allen belts. 

You will now see the demonstrations in these large vacuum 
chambers. 

(Demonstrations - i~ Meter Thrustor and Solar-Wind Simulation) 
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